090120 UE Altertumskunde: Digital Epigraphy and Papyrology (2024S)

Dr. Chiara Cenati (chiara.cenati@univie.ac.at)
Dr. James Cowey (james.cowey@urz.uni-heidelberg.de)

Tuesday 7th May 2024
HS27, Hauptgebäude, 1010 Wien, Universitätsring 1, Stock: OG01, Nr.: O1.193

09:00–12:30: Morning Session

09:00–09:50: Introduction to TEI and EpiDoc
  ● Origins, goals and contributions to EpiDoc
  ● The Rules of XML
  ● EpiDoc edition structure
  ● Semantic Tagging

09:50–10:40: Encoding the text in EpiDoc
  ● Editorial correction
  ● Abbreviations
  ● Symbols
    ○ https://github.com/papyri/site-docs/blob/master/gtypes.md
  ● Complex lacunae
  ● Structure of the text
  ● Certainty and Precision

10:40–11:00: Break

11:00–11:50: Encoding EpiDoc in Oxygen – short texts
  Please download a trial version of Oxygen XML Editor
  ● Variant readings (old)

11:50–12:30: Encoding metadata in EpiDoc
  ● Indexing - Words and lemmatisation
  ● Indexing - Mentioned places
  ● Indexing - Names and persons in EpiDoc

12:30–14:00: Lunch Break

14:00–16:30: Afternoon Session

14:00–14:45: FAIR principles, Identifiers, vocabularies, history and description fields
  ● Authority lists in EpiDoc
  ● Object Description
  ● Places and Locations
• Dates, Dating and Age at Death
• https://inscriptiones.org/
• https://pleiades.stoa.org/

14:45–16:00: Encoding EpiDoc in Oxygen – metadata
16:00–16:30: Experiences, results, questions

Wednesday 8th May
HS27, Hauptgebäude, 1010 Wien, Universitätsring 1, Stock: OG01, Nr.: O1.193

09:00–12:30: Morning Session

09:00–09:50: Recap and questions
09:50–10:40: More practice with Oxygen / papyri.info
10:40–11:00: Break
11:00–11:50: EFES demo
11:50–12:30: EpiDoc Editors – EDEP, Patrimonium converter

12:30–13:00: Break

13:00–18:30: Afternoon Session

12:50–14:30: Introduction to the MAPPOLA database

14:30–17:00: Break

17:00–18:30: Lecture by James COWEY, Digital editions of texts written on papyrus and other materials, Übungsraum Alte Geschichte Hauptgebäude, Tiefparterre Stiege 2

Friday 10th May 2024
HS27, Hauptgebäude, 1010 Wien, Universitätsring 1, Stock: OG01, Nr.: O1.193
Papyri to enter or edit – wish list

Please go to papyri.info and make sure that you have signed in to be ready to start.

09:00–13:00: Encoding EpiDoc in papyri.info

13:00–14:00: Lunch break

14:00–17:00: Encoding EpiDoc in papyri.info

Saturday 11th May 2024
Übungsraum Alte Geschichte Hauptgebäude, Tiefparterre Stiege 2

09:00–13:00: Encoding EpiDoc in the MAPPOLA database
13:00–13:10: Break
13:10–14:00: Wrap up, feedback